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NEW DOCTORS AND CANDIDATES

-Hungary-

Following is the translation of an article entitled "Uj doktorok és kandidátusok" (English version above) in Magyar Tudomány (Hungarian Science), Vol V, No 9, Budapest, 1960, pages 562-563.

The Scientific Classification Committee awarded Doctor's degrees to the following:
Péter Barabás -- Doctor of Sciences in State and Law; for his thesis: "Theoretical Problems of Crimes Committed against the State". Judges were: László Báza academician, B. S. Mikiforov, Doctor of Law, and József Szalay, First Assistant to the Attorney General.
Frigyes Csáky -- Doctor of Technical Sciences; for his thesis "Determination of the Changing Fall in the Asynchronous Phase of Turbogenerators". Judges: János Eisler, András Mándi and Károly Szendy, all Doctors of Technical Sciences.
András Magyary -- Doctor of Biological Sciences; for his thesis Improvement of the 'Hungarian Gray' and 'Hungarian Spotted' Cattle Stock with Kostroma Bulls. Judges: none.

The Scientific Classification Committee awarded Candidate's degrees to the following:
Béla Balla -- Candidate of Chemistry; for his thesis Utilization of the Fluor Content in Phosphate Cere for Creolite and Aluminum Fluoride Production. Judges: Elemér Papp, Doctor of Chemistry and István Bélint, Candidate of Chemistry.

Gyula Bóaszkai -- Candidate of Chemistry; for his thesis Studies of the Corrosion-Preventive Properties of Chemical Protecting Layers on Iron. Judges: Árpád Kiss, Corresponding Member of the Academy and Pál Csokán, Candidate of Chemistry.


Eva Csorgor -- Candidate of Physics; for her thesis Gamma Radiation Resulting from the Bombardment of Mg24, Mg25 and Mg26 Isotopes with Po-alp ha Radiation. Judges: György Marx, Doctor of Physics and László Bozóky, Candidate of Physics.


István Kerecs -- Candidate of Technical Sciences; for his
thesis: The Effect of Lime-Treatment on the Swelling
Tightness of Rawhide. Judges: Géza Tóth, Doctor of Chem-
istry and György Vágo, Candidate of Chemistry.
Boriz Klimov -- Candidate of Technical Sciences; for his
thesis Calculation of Doubly Curved Shells for Antimetric
and One-Sided Loading. Judges: Pál Csonka, Doctor of
Technical Sciences and Kázmér Szmodits, Candidate of
Technical Sciences.
Ervin Liptai -- Candidate of History; for his thesis The
Story of the Hungarian Red Army on the Northern Front
between April 27 to June 24, 1919. Judges: Tibor Hajdú
and Miklós Horváth, Candidates of History.
Ferenc Mátra -- Candidate of Chemistry; for his thesis:
The Effect of Nitrogenmonoxide on the Thermal Decomposi-
tion of Propylaldehyde". Judges: Géza Schay academician
and Ferenc Tóth, Candidate of Chemistry.
Oszkár Merényi -- Candidate of Literature; for his thesis
"The Life and work of Dániel Barzenyi". Judges: Déza
Tóth and Antal Weber, Candidates of Literature.
Kornél Pfikler -- Candidate of Science of State and Law;
for his thesis The Right of Customs with Special Regard
to Legality. Judges: Lajos Szamel and Tibor Vas, Candi-
dates of Science of State and Law.
Ferenc Pálkóskoi -- Candidate of History; for his thesis:
The Break-Up of the Coalition and the Formation of the
National Work Party. Judges: György Ra'inki and György Sza-
bad, Candidates of History.
József Reimann -- Candidate of Mathematics; for his thesis
"Treatment of Wandering Problems with Regard to Matrix
Theory and a Few Statistical Applications". Judges:
András Próköpe and Pál Rózsa, Candidates of Mathematics.
Jenő Szilberek -- Candidate of Science of State and Law;
for his thesis "The Attorney in the Civil Suit". Judges:
Salomon Beck, Doctor of Science of State and Law and
László Névai, Candidate of Science of State and Law.
György Sithe -- Candidate of Technical Sciences; for his
thesis "Study of Charging-Change Process of a Two-Phase
Crankhouse-Rinsed Diesel-Motor". Judges: József Gruber
and Aurél Jurek, Candidates of Technical Sciences.
László Somogyi -- Candidate of Chemistry; for his thesis
"Oxidation of Sugarsalcohol with Chlorine". Judges:
Sándor Müller and László Vargha, Corresponding Members of
the Academy.
János Sövegjártó -- Candidate of the Technical Sciences;
for his thesis "Possibility of Production and Usage of
Chemically-Bound-Basic Bricks". Judges: Mór Korach
academician and János Grofésik, Doctor of Chemistry.
Gyula Strommer -- Candidate of Mathematics; for his thesis
"The Reduction of the Mollerup-Axiomsystem of Coincidence".
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Ferenc Márta -- Candidate of Chemistry; for his thesis The Effect of Nitrogenmonoxide on the Thermal Decomposition of Propylaldehyde. Judges: Géza Schay academician and Ferenc Tüdös, Candidate of Chemistry.

Oszkár Merényi -- Candidate of Literature; for his thesis "The Life and work of Dániel Berzsenyi". Judges: Dzsász Tóth and Antal Bécker, Candidates of Literature.

Kornél Pkllar -- Candidate of Science of State and Law; for his thesis The Right of Customs with Special Regard to Legality. Judges: Lajos Szamol and Tibor Vas, Candidates of Science of State and Law.


László Somogyi -- Candidate of Chemistry; for his thesis "Oxidation of Sugarcaneolohols with Chlorine". Judges: Sándor Müller and László Vargha, Corresponding Members of the Academy.


Gyula Strommer -- Candidate of Mathematics; for his thesis "The Reduction of the Mollerup-Axiomatic System of Coincidence".
Judges: Győrgy Hajós academician and Ottó Varga, Corresponding Membror of the Academy.